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Images taken with a light field camera contain rich data that can be used to estimate
depth from a single shot. Since the light field image encodes both views from multiple
positions, and views with different focus, depth estimation typically involves either of the
following approaches:

1. depth from correspondences

2. depth from defocus

In my project, I plan to combine depth estimates from both correspondences and defocus
to estimate depth, improving on the algorithm proposed by Tao et. al. [1]. They first
estimated depth from using correspondences found in the epipolar images of a light field
camera [2]. Then they estimated depth from defocusing by finding the focus that maxi-
mizes the contrast for a given pixel. For each estimate, they assign a confidence value of
their estimate. Finally they combine both estimates with a Markov Random Field algo-
rithm.

I plan explore other depth estimates, and incorporate them into Tao’s framework. For
a start, I intend to implement Adelson’s optical flow algorithm [3] and Bishop et. al’s
anti-aliasing estimation algorithm [4]. I also plan to explore the use of priors to regularize
the depth estimation map.

Milestones:

1. Learn Tao’s algorithm (code online)

2. Implement Adelson’s algorithm and compare

3. Implement with Bishop’s algorithm and compare
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